
GAIN ACCESS TO CRITICAL  
PRIVATE CLOUD DATA INSIGHTS

UFED CLOUD ANALYZER
In the hours immediately after an incident occurs, the biggest challenge for 
investigators is uncovering time-sensitive details. Who was involved? Who knew 
and when? What were the motives? Where were suspects before, during and after 
an incident? Today, many of these critical details hide in mobile device and related 
private cloud data sources. While key intelligence is typically always found there, 
it remains frustratingly out of reach due to the time, cost and red tape involved in 
accessing it from service providers. 

Cellebrite’s powerful UFED Cloud Analyzer allows investigators to extract, preserve and analyze 
private social media account data, instant messaging apps and cloud services, including Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp, iTunes and more. Access to this type of file storage and cloud-
based account content provides the deeper insights needed to help speed investigations and 
ultimately solve more crimes. Investigators can efficiently search, filter and sort data to quickly 
identify “Who? When? Where?” even if the device remains locked.



UFED CLOUD ANALYZER KEY FEATURES

CREDENTIAL EXTRACTION
Access cloud data using login 
information extracted from the 
mobile device or PC to minimize 
login traces left behind or by 
using credentials provided by  
the subject, retrieved from 
personal files or via other 
discovery means.

VISUALIZE DATA IN A UNIFIED FORMAT
Automatically normalize different 
cloud data sources in a unified 
view to analyze in Timeline, File 
Thumbnails, Contacts or Maps 
format. Uniformly search, filter 
and sort available data.

ACCESS EXTENSIVE CLOUD-BASED 
DATA SOURCE
Instant access to more than 
24 private cloud data sources 
including Facebook, Twitter, 
Gmail, Google Drive, Dropbox, 
KIK, Instagram, Vkontakte,  
What’s App back-up, iCloud  
and more.

GOOGLE LOCATION HISTORY
Extract detailed location 
information from a suspect’s or 
victim’s private Google Location 
History, stored on Google cloud 
servers, allowing investigators to 
track time stamped movements 
minute by minute.

GOOGLE SEARCH AND  
WEB HISTORY ACCESS
Gain insights of the subject’s 
intentions and interests by 
pulling out the history of  
text searches, visited pages,  
and voice search recording  
and translation from Google  
web history.

TRACK SOCIAL MEDIA BEHAVIOR
Track and analyze a suspect’s 
Facebook Likes and Events and 
Twitter posts and connections  
to get a better understanding  
of a suspect or victim’s interests, 
relationships, opinions and  
daily activities.

PERFORM TIMELY EXTRACTIONS  
OF PRIVATE USER DATA
By using login credentials extracted from the 
mobile device, forensics specialists can extract 
private user cloud data from key social media, 
webmail and cloud storage sources, within 
preapproved legal boundaries. No need for a 
user name or password. UFED Cloud Analyzer 
bypasses the OS security mechanisms while 
leaving minimal login traces behind. This 
delivers an effective workaround to obstacles 
posed by uncooperative service providers as 
well as lengthy legal processes such as MLAT. 

FORENSIC PRESERVATION  
OF EXTRACTED DATA
Extract information from cloud data sources 
while logging and tracking the entire process 
to maintain data authenticity. This forensically 
preserves a snapshot of the cloud data 
accessed, streamlining the entire process to 
avoid mistakes. Each piece of extracted data is 
hashed separately and can be later compared 
against its origin.



UNIFY AND ORGANIZE DISPARATE DATA  
INTO A COMMON VIEW
Dynamically visualize and analyze large cloud 
data sets in a unified format to bring key 
insights to the surface for easy analysis. This 
unique capability enables forensic specialists 
to normalize and organize disparate data 
retrieved from various service providers into 
a unified format, to quickly uncover common 
connections and correlate critical evidence. 
Immediate access to private cloud-based data 
saves valuable time and eliminates manual 
processes, offering a data source that can be 
validated against service provider records.
 

SHARE AND INTEGRATE DATA  
FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS
Sharing critical evidence or intelligence with 
supervisors, command leaders, attorneys and 
other outside parties has never been easier. 
Our solution ensures the data they receive is 
comprehensive, relevant and mission specific. 
Easily generate reports or export data into 
UFED Analytics solutions or other advanced 
third party analytical tools, for deeper analysis.

EMBEDDING THE POLICE WORKFLOW
The UFED Cloud Analyzer legal workflow mirrors that of mobile device seizure and extraction. Permission to 
access private cloud data should adhere to local law and agency standard operating procedures/regulations. 
The request can be added into the mobile device search warrant or prepared as a second warrant. Once 
granted, users select specific data that matches their legal authority or makes the extraction proportional to 
the search parameters. All data is validated as a copy from the cloud and the tool logs the entire extraction 
process from mobile to cloud in the report for evidence. 

UFED CLOUD ANALYZER SIMPLIFIES THE INVESTIGATIVE WORKFLOW

EXTRACT

Extract user 
credentials from 
the mobile device

ACCESS

Access private 
cloud data utilizing 
login information 
or user provided 
credentials

ANALYZE

Analyze and 
visualize the data 
in a unified view

SHARE

Share data; if 
further analysis 
is needed, export 
data into UFED 
Analytics or  
other tools



To keep pace with rapidly evolving digital data sources that may serve as critical evidence in 
criminal investigations, forensic examiners need robust, innovative tools that allow them to 
quickly extract, decode, analyze and share insights that can accelerate investigations. UFED Cloud 
Analyzer serves as a virtual partner to help overcome the inherent roadblocks associated with this 
data, ultimately leading to deeper insights and the ability to solve more crimes. 

To find out how UFED Cloud Analyzer can help you quickly gain access to critical private cloud 
data, contact your sales representative or visit www.cellebrite.com/Mobile-Forensics.

A PROVEN TOOL TO UNLOCK THE INTELLIGENCE OF CLOUD DATA

MAKING CLOUD DATA ACTIONABLE
UFED Cloud Analyzer provides forensic practitioners with real-time extraction, preservation 
and analysis of private Cloud content – all in one simple application.

KEY USERS

INVESTIGATOR
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EXAMINER ANALYST

     UFED CLOUD ANALYZER SPECIFICATIONS

PC Windows compatible PC with Intel i5 or compatible running at 1.9 GHz or higher 

Operating System Windows 7 Service Pack 1, Windows 8, 64-bit or Windows 10, 64-bit

Memory (RAM) Recommended: 16 GB Minimum: 8 GB

Space 1.5 GB of free disk space for installation

Supported Data 
Sources

Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Dropbox, Gmail and others (For a complete list of data sources visit: 
http://www.cellebrite.com/Mobile-Forensics/Products/ufed-cloud-analyzer) 
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